that is not you and not yours, you are subject to the
Laws, Codes and Statutes which apply to Persons or
Corporate Entities. The system is a Corporate Entity
and it can only do commerce with other Corporate
Entities, not with living men and women. When you use
the ALL CAPITAL LETTERS NAME, then you are acting
for the Corporate Entity and as it, and therefore, you are
subject to all of the Laws, Statutes and Codes. You are
also subject to taxation. This is extortion at its finest.
You cannot be owned, that would be slavery. But when
you agree to “be” a corporate entity by using the ALL
CAPTIAL LETTERS NAME, then you become a voluntary
slave! You are also subject to the requirements of the
system to “register” all of your property such as cars,
motorcycles, boats and houses. Once these are
registered to the “state”, the state owns them, you do
not. Check out the deeds to your home – it shows the
NAME as “Tenant”, never as owner. This way, you
continue to pay into the extortion – your energy is
exchanged for dollars, and your intellectual and physical
labor is taxed which actually is extortion. You own your
intellectual and physical labor, your physical body creates
the energy and you are entitled to fair exchange for your
labor and you do not owe anyone tax – tax is daylight
robbery.

The “Government” does not care about you, it is a
money making corporation.
The “police” do not serve and protect you, they
serve their masters, the corporation and they are
policy enforcers.
The medical industry does not want to help you and
cure you, it just wants to make money out of your
illness, disease and injuries.
The real terrorists are your “governments” and
almost all of the terrorist events are “false flag
events”. Look it up.
Do an online search for “False Flag Events”.

If you are searching for truth,
read through this flier and see if
anything resonates with you

Here are some websites to go to to
start to learn some truths.
www.truthprevailsallways.info
http://annavonreitz.com/
www.legalnamefraud.exposed
www.losethename.com

I could go on!

Are you sick of all
of your bills and
taxes?
Are you looking for
answers??

Find an online version of this flier
here:
https://truthprevailsallways.info/legalname-fraud/do-you-know-online-flier/

THERE IS NO AUTHORITY ON EARTH
THAT CAN RIGHTFULLY GOVERN
YOUR LIFE ~

9-11 is one of the biggest “false flag events” in
recent history.
Talking of history, most of that is lies too.

HELLO!
Are you sick and tired
of feeling sick and
tired?

EXCEPT YOUR OWN!

Look inside for some
answers and to learn some
truths – truth that has been
hidden from you by stealth,
by deception and by fraud.
YOU and your family are
being drained, fed upon and
extorted every day by greedy
corporate entities.

Now, bear with me while I
ask a few questions, before
I answer some.

Do you know who you
really ARE?
What is your “Real
Name”?
Do you know that which you
call your “Real Name” is not
you or yours to use?
It is a “Legal Name” and it is
copyrighted.
Strange as it might sound, using
what you call and know as your
real name, is actually ILLEGAL!
You see, almost everything in the
system is opposite to what you
have been told!

*Do you know that Income Tax is
voluntary??
*Do you know that government is
actually NOT government, but a
corporation?
*Do you know that “Government”
actually means “Mind Control.”
*Do you know that the President of
the USA is actually just a CEO of a
Corporation which provides
governmental services?
*Do you know that The Federal
Reserve is privately owned and
“money” (created by the owners of
the bank) is loaned to your
“government” (Corporation) which
creates the “National Debt”?
*Do you know that “Mortgage” actually
means “Death Pledge”, and that the
“money” you borrow is only created
when you sign the “loan” agreement?
*Can you possibly believe that the
United States of America is NOT
independent from Great Britain and
that your tax dollars go to The Crown
Corporation?

Holy freaking crackers!
Right?
Holy FKN SHIT, more like!!!

This is just a small list of the deceptions
that have been perpetrated upon humanity.
YOU are being deceived. Your health and
the health of your family is in constant
danger thanks to the suppression of REAL
cures. There are plenty of cures for
cancer, no one has to die, but thanks to
suppression of natural cures, false diagnosis
and greedy pharmaceutical corporations,
many do die every day. Vaccinations are
killing your sons and daughters, all for
profit for the Pharmaceutical Corporations.
Look around, check it out for yourself –
there is SO much information on the
internet – this is the age of information and
being ignorant is a choice.

Here are some basic truths.
The World runs under copyright law. It is the most
powerful law. Your “Real Name” is actually a “LEGAL
NAME” and is not yours and is not you, but is actually a
Legal Fiction/Corporate Entity, copyrighted by the Crown
Corporation.
Have you ever noticed that although you always write
“your name” in upper and lower case letters, that your
driver license, your passport, your Social Security Card
and your Bank statements ALWAYS are showing (what
you believe to be) “your name”, IN ALL CAPITAL
LETTERS???? Check it out.
This is because the ALL CAPS NAME is not you and not
yours. When you are born, and a Birth Certificate is
created, then the “name” that your parents gave you is
copied and another NAME is created in ALL CAPITAL
LETTERS, and then it is copyrighted. It looks similar to
your original name, but it is NOT your original name, nor
is it yours.
Later in life, when you apply for driver license, SSN,
passport etc, you then receive them with the name
written in ALL CAPITAL LETTERS, you don't notice, and
you just use it as if it were yours. Using this ALL
CAPITAL LETTERS NAME is actually illegal because it is
copyrighted and it is not yours to use. This means that
you are committing copyright infringement EVERY time
you use that NAME. Because you are using something

